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Getting Here
Casa Rodriguez is located in a remote fishing village, El Cardonal (think “old Cabo”),
20 minutes outside of Los Barriles, a busier and well known fishing town. El Cardonal
is a wonderfully remote, tiny gem of a town located on the East Cape on the Sea of
Cortez near Los Barriles. The surroundings have a rustic charm and desert beauty
while still offering a breathtaking view of the sea. The waters are calm and the flaxen
sandy beaches are beautiful and expansive, offering solace to sea turtles. There is
plenty to see and do in El Cardonal with fishing, hiking, photography, snorkeling,
diving and much much more!

Airport Information
90 miles (1.5 Hours) from Cabo San Lucas Airport (SJD)

**Most Popular Choice

Transportation arrangements available
Car Rental available

52 miles (+2 Hours) from La Paz Airport (LAP)
Transportation arrangements available
Car Rental available
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Rates:
Transportation Arrangements
On our monthly visits to Casa Rodriguez we
use Homar’s van service, East Cape Taxis. You
can simply email Homar with your flight
itinerary to arrange transportation. We
encourage guests to include us on your email
correspondence so that we can help
coordinate a smooth arrival.

Cabo Airport - Casa Rodriguez

USD 160 one-way
USD 300 round trip
Los Barriles - Casa Rodriguez

USD 50 one-way

Cash Only.
+10% Gratuity recommended.

Homar
homartaxis56@yahoo.com.mx
Casa Rodriguez
eastcapevilla@gmail.com
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Concierge
RECEPTION

Samuel Lucero Burquez
samybajasur@hotmail.com

A local townsperson and friend, Samuel will greet your group upon arrival at Casa
Rodriguez. Feel free to ask him about the best place to grab a bite to eat, how to
connect to wifi, where to find extra linens, how to start the outdoor fire pit, where to
get a cold drink or cup of sugar from your neighbor! He can get the hot tub heated
up for your too, just ask.
GROUNDSKEEPER AND LOCAL LEGEND

Vicente Lucero

Vicente lives in the casita at the front of our property. He is our favorite captain and
the keeper of Casa Rodriguez grounds. Vicente is quite a character, he speaks good
English and has an exciting presence. He is able (and happy) to help with just about
anything. His entire family contributes to the success of Casa Rodriguez!
HOUSEKEEPING

Lupita & Carmen Lucero

Vicente’s daughter, Lupita, and former wife, Carmen, do a wonderful job keeping
Casa Rodriguez maintained. Daily housekeeping is included in the price of your stay.
A towel that has been thrown on the floor will be washed, please consider water
conservation efforts!
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Fishing
CAPTAIN: Vicente Lucero
If you’d like to arrange for a day of fishing in the Sea of Cortez, Vicente is your man!
Ask any local, hands down, Vicente is the best captain in town… and he happens to
live right on the property! Vicente, and many generations of Luceros past, have
grown up fishing the waters of the East Cape. With him as your guide, you are sure to
come back with plenty of fresh fish for dinner and most likely lunch too! Typically
larger fish stay out in deeper waters, but you won’t lose any time heading offshore
because in the Baja the deep blue is only one to four miles from the beach. Vicente
will help to clean your fish too!

Rates:
USD 250 per day
4-6 people per panga
(Captain’s discretion).
Includes gas. Bait cost extra.

* Cash only! USD or Peso
**Gratuity highly recommended
(tourism is the way of life)
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Catering
We recommend Adriana’s La Hornilla for all catering
services. Adriana does a wonderful job preparing
authentic Mexican breakfast, lunch and traditional
dinners, as well as “lunch boxes” for a day out at sea.
The following menus are available for your reference,
but keep in mind that Adriana is happy to take special
requests. She speaks pretty good English.

Adriana Lucero Lizzarraga
lahornilla2015@gmail.com

In addition to catering meals from a set menu, Adriana
also offers various other services that specifically cater
to the needs of Casa Rodriguez guests.

-

Traditional Mexican Cooking Lessons
Bartending Service
Prepare your group’s fresh caught fish
Birthday or celebratory cake preparations
Pre-arrival shopping
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Hourly Rate:
USD 15 per hour
La Hornilla’s additional services of bartending, cooking lessons & fresh fish
preparations do not include the cost to purchase food and drinks. La Hornilla will
provide guests with a receipt and collect cash payment for their out of pocket cost.

Boxed Lunch Menu Options
#1 El Cardonal style fried chicken with special sauce and potatoes
#2 Two ham or chicken sandwiches
#3 Four burritos (machaca, beans with cheese, or shredded beef)
#4 Empanadas (fish, chicken, shredded beef)
Choose three of each to accompany the main
selection in each box: fruit, cookie, chips, chocolate,
juice, soda

Boxed Lunch:
USD 8 per person
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La Hornilla Buffet Mexicano

USD 18 per adult | USD 14 per child
Cash Only. Gratuity recommended

Choose Three (or more for additional cost):
Green or red enchiladas (chicken or beef), empanadas* (chicken, beef, fish,
shrimp), bistec ranchero, flautitas (chicken, beef, pork), chiles rellenos* (shrimp,
potatoes with cheese, vegetarian), sopes (chicken, beef, pork), tamales*
(chicken, beef, shrimp, vegetarian), pozole (chicken or pork), fajitas (chicken,
beef, pork, shrimp, mix), burritos (chicken, beef, pork), shrimp rancheros with
fritos or garlic shrimp and coconut (a la diablo or al tequila), fish a la
veracruzana* (fritos or garlic), carnitas (pork), meat al pastor, cochinita pibil,
tortas (chicken, beef, pork), mole (chicken).
Choose Four (or more for additional cost):
Rice, beans, salad, vegetables, guacamole, Mexican sauce, rajas with cream, hot
sauce, quesadillas, ceviche*, chips, pastas, flour or corn tortilla
Choose One (or more for additional cost):
Flan*, carrot cake, chaco-flan, rice pudding, three milk cake*, cold cake
* Casa Rodriguez favorites
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La Hornilla Desayuno Mexicano

USD 12 per adult | USD 8 per child
Cash Only. Gratuity recommended

Choose Four (or more for additional cost):
Chilaquiles
green or red (chicken, beef, pork, no protein)

Eggs
rancheros (fried) or scrambled Mexican style (sausage, ham, chorizo, bacon)

Omelette
(chicken, ham, vegetarian, chorizo)

Molletes

Potatoes

(chorizo, ham)

(plain, chorizo)

Quesadillas

Burritos

(chicken, ham, vegetarian)

(chicken, beef, pork, beans with
cheese, machaca)

Includes: coffee, fruit juice, beans, salsa, tortillas
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La Hornilla Desayuno Americano

USD 12 per adult | USD 8 per child
Cash Only. Gratuity recommended

Choose Six (or more for additional cost):
Eggs

Cereal

fried or scrambled

Brownies

Pancakes

Seasonal Fruit

French Toast
Pork Tocino

Includes: coffee, fruit juice

Hash Browns
Toast with Butter and
Marmalade
Yogurt
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La Hornilla Brunch

USD 16 per adult | USD 12 per child
Cash Only. Gratuity recommended

Choose Six (or more for additional cost):
Eggs

Soup

fried, scrambled or poached

tortilla, chicken, onion, seafood

Pancakes

Fish

French Toast
Carrot Cake Bread

A la plancha (pan fried), al ajo
(garlic), battered and fried,
veracruzana, fish sticks)

Sausage

Seasonal Fruit

Pork Tocino

Salad

Ham
Carne Asada
Chicken Asado

Includes: coffee, fruit juice,
beans, salsa, tortillas
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Groceries, Liquor, Beer…
Groceries
If you’re coming from Cabo Airport, we recommend stopping at Chapito’s in Los
Barriles for grocery shopping. There are small convenient stores located within
walking distance (10 min) of Casa Rodriguez, but Chapitos is good for stocking up
the refrigerator and pantry! Open 7am to 10 pm every day.
If you’re arranging transportation with Homar, let him know that you’d like your driver
to stop at Chapitos for 15 or 20 minutes while you shop (if you need more time to
shop, you may be charged for the time). We keep the pantry stocked with coffee,
condiments, spices - you’re welcome to use as needed!
Also consider using Adriana’s grocery service. She simply requires a list of items that
you’d like for her to pick up from Costco. Contact Adriana for more information:
lahornilla2015@gmail.com
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Other grocery store options in Los Barriles include:
Chapito’s Express

7am to 9pm every day

Smaller grocery store

Tienda Popular

8am to 8pm every day

Lowest prices

**right next door you can buy the most delicious hand-made flour tortillas you’ve
ever tasted!
Supermarket Fayla

8am to 6pm every day

Caleb’s Cafe

8am to 3pm Tues - Sat

Joe’s Deli

8am to 5pm Mon - Sat

Mostly souvenirs & alcohol

Health food & speciality**

**AMAZING FRESH BREAD can be purchased on Wednesday mid
mornings
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Take Note!
Air Conditioning
Please do not run air conditioning with doors and windows open. The air
conditioning units will freeze and stop functioning if they work too hard (then the
temperature will really heat up!)
The temperature of your room should never be set below 78 degrees.
Please turn off A/C when you’re not inside the house.
Additionally, the units will freeze and stop functioning if they are working to hard to
chill a room below 78*. The temperature of the house will never go below 78* with
the hot desert climate, even it the thermometer is set to 72*
Toilet & Septic
Casa Rodriguez runs on septic.
Please don’t dispose of girly items, or any items other than toilet paper.
The kitchen sink can back up!! Please throw all food scraps and similar items in the
garbage. The septic system is very delicate in this remote area. Should any of our
staff notice that food (or other items) have been thrown into the sink, your deposit
could be charged up to USD 350 for plumbing services required.
Please do not throw food scraps, or any items other than water
down the (kitchen) sinks.
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Smoking
We ask that if our guests must smoke, please do so away from the house. Most
importantly, please be sure to throw away all cigarette butts. The surrounding land
belongs to everyone, we work together to keep it pristine!
Smoking inside Casa Rodriguez is not allowed.

Wifi
CasaRodriguezDSL (or CasaRodriguezDSL1)
Passkey: 3216549870
Take note, the internet goes in and out, just like you’d expect it to in a remote fishing
village. Don’t expect multiple users to be able to steam movies from YouTube and
Netflix. Please notify Vicente or Samuel if the internet is not working.
Do not try resetting the modem. It is a complex and delicate system.
If we find that a modem was reset by one of our guests will be deduct the cost we
pay for servicing from your deposit.
Dish & Laundry Wash
Casa Rodriguez is equipped with both! Soap available for use in both the
dishwasher and the washing machine. Ask Vicente or Lupita for help if necessary.
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TV
We have DISH TV (US channels 2,4,7 not included). The TV is simple to use.. unless
someone is your group has accidentally messed with controls. If you’re having a hard
time finding the correct programming, please let Vicente or Samuel know.
1. To turn on TV press power button
2. Press SAT button to control satellite receiver
3. If the TV programming is not working, you can try to
push the TV/Video/Input button to access input #7,
which is DISH TV
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Water
We have never encountered illness from using our water. We do not encourage
guests to drink the water because its a little salty (having something to do with the
Sea of Cortez being in our backyard). However, we do use the water to brush our
teeth, clean dishes and wash our fruits and veggies! There is a water dispenser
available for your use, and we recommended purchasing additional packages of
bottled water for consumption.
This is a desert area, so please do use water conservatively.
We have a propane powered water heater. It will be on for your arrival. Should you
encounter a problem with the hot water, please let our staff know. We encourage
guests to check the hot water in their bathrooms upon arrival, so as to correct any
problems right away (not when you’re dying for a refreshing shower!)
Garbage
Please be sure to dispose of trash in trash cans, with the lid on.
Animals will find their way into the trash and make a mess if the trash can lid is not on
tightly (especially if there are delicious food scraps.)
Gates
The property is gated in the front and back.
It is important to keep gates closed at all times to prevent free range
horses, cows, dogs, goats, etc. from entering the property.
If animals enter property due to a gate being left open, costs to repair plants will be
deducted from deposit.
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Medical Care
Medical Care
We have been here a couple of times, which was unfortunate… but boy were we
happy that the staff spoke English and was so easy to work with!
East Cape Medical is located in Plaza Libertad, just down the street from Chapitos
grocery store. They presently have one ambulance and 2 trained drivers available at
all times to transport patients with an emergency to H+ hospital in San Jose or to the
hospital of their choice in La Paz.
Phone: 624 124 8203
eastcapemedical@gmail.com
https://www.eastcapemedical.com
**To dial a landline Mexican number from your US or CDN cell phone
please dial 011 52 before the 10 digit number
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Around the Casa
Linen Closet
Full of spare beach/bathroom towels, few extra bathroom items that you might have
forgotten, bed sheets (although your bed will already be prepared).
Pantry
Full of condiments and “pantry” items like coffee, sugar, cooking oils, spices,
ketchup, mustard, hot sauce.
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Fire Pit
Vicente or Samuel can
show you how to use the
fire pit on the patio. It’s
easy – you’ll be able to
do it yourself after they
show you.

Pool & Hot Tub
Heat available upon
request. Please ask Samuel
or Vicente to turn the
heaters on. We request that
our guests do not try to
function pool/hot tub
heaters, as the mechanics of
the pool room are very
delicate.
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Games
We have a great selection of games for our groups to enjoy while lounging inside
the casa or playing down by the beach. Inside the casa, underneath the speakers in
the downstairs living area, we have board games, cards, a beer pong kit & table ping
pong set. We use the big wooden tables on the outside pool patio to set up the beer
pong and table ping pong. We also have a poker chip set in the cupboard
underneath the microwave, in the kitchen. In the garage, we store all of our beach
games: corn hole, frisbees, badminton, etc. There are ball/raft inflators as well. We
have three yoga mats for some incredible sunrise and sunset yoga!
Pool & Beach Toys
We have a couple of kayaks, paddle boards, a small surf board and plenty of
snorkeling equipment that guests are welcome to use. Life jackets, pool toys, rafts,
air compressor and cooler bags are located in the garage. Please be sure to leave all
large beach toys (and paddles) up on the beach by the pool, so as to avoid theft.. or
the rising tide from taking them back into the ocean! We ask that you please use all
of our toys with care, so that all of our future guests may enjoy them too!
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Check Out
To ensure full receipt of your deposit, please be sure to take care of the following
items before checking out of the property:
Dishes washed and put away like they were found
A/C and all lights switched off
Garbage throughout the house collected and put in trash cans or bags
Floors and counters free of large debris and trash
Doors and windows closed
Sign the guest book! (We love to hear from all of our guests!!)
Check that you grabbed all your luggage!
Don’t forget to tip the staff for all of their help!
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Points of Interest
Casa Rodriguez’s Points of Interest (Google Maps)
Check out this helpful tool before you arrive! We have highlighted some of our
favorite restaurants, hang outs, groceries stores, snorkeling spots and hiking trails.
There are some points of interest that are identified by a longitude/latitude. Click on
the the longitude/latitude to see the label that we have given to the destination.
https://goo.gl/maps/8JbHUyUzQVC2
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Favorite Restaurants
There are numerous outstanding restaurants in and around El Cardonal and Los
Barriles. Some of them are small restaurants run by local families with traditional
recipes, some cater to the growing number of tourists and some cater to adventure!
All of our favorite restaurants, highlighted below, are included in our “Points of
Interest” Google Map (see link on previous page)
Best Mexican Food & Best View: Las Terrazas Hotel (Cielito Lindo Restaurant)
Cielito Lindo is the restaurant inside the hotel Las Terrazas. It is located about a mile
north of the casa (10 minute walk). Tell our friend Felipe (the manager) that you’re
staying at Casa Rodriguez for a hospitable welcome! Our favorite dish on the menu
is the chili relleno. Great place for breakfast, lunch or dinner. Don’t miss the
INCREDIBLE view of El Cardonal from the top of the hotel. It’s an excellent space for
dining with groups (big or small) and parties! Please note that it can +60 minutes for
food to be served to large groups. Come prepared to relax and hang out in good
company… you’re in Mexico now! Don’t forget to ask for a signature plate of chips
and dip!
http://www.lasterrazasdelcortes.com.mx
Best Hotel Restaurant & Swim-up Bar:
Palmas de Cortez
Fun place to come for a pool-side drink
and bite to eat. The grounds are beautiful.
The entire lobby of the hotel is covered by
an iconic palapa. Located in Los Barriles, 25
minute drive from the casa.
https://vanwormerresorts.com/hotel/1/palmas-de-cortez
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Best Margaritas & Luxury Setting: Punta Pescadero Paradise (La Punta Restaurant)
Punta Pescadero Hotel is about a 15 minute drive south. The food and drinks are a
bit pricey, but the location is absolutely gorgeous. Sometimes we bring our
snorkeling gear with us and do some snorkeling on the reef below the restaurant
before heading up for a drink.
https://www.puntapescaderoparadise.com/

Best Gourmet: La Casita Restaurant & Sushi Bar
An unexpected find in a fishing village like Los Barriles (25 minutes from casa).
Everything on the menu is fresh, flavorful and uniquely executed. Be sure to make a
reservation as the place can get crowded. The little restaurant’s menu is delightfully
innovative and well priced.
Phone: +52 624 124 8259
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Best Adventure: 1535 Beach Club
Recommended transportation is a 35 minute
boat ride from Casa Rodriguez (+/- 60
minutes by quad). This quaint and quiet place
in Bahia De Los Sueños is a crowd favorite.
We always bring our groups of friends here
for the tasty classic Mexican cuisine and a
huge Pina colada or frozen margarita. It’s
special to watch the fishermen coming in
from the bay as the local fishermen (and
birds) circle around. It’s a historical site too!
You can walk down by the bay and see where
the gold and silver was stored ages ago
before being shipped elsewhere. Menu
favorites are the nachos, chili relleno, and
tortilla soup.

Best Smoked Fish: Smokey’s Grill & Cantina
Located in Los Barriles (25 minute drive from Casa Rodriguez), Smokey’s Grill is a fun
place to catch a game with seasoned snow-birds. We enjoy hanging out at the bar
and ordering the smoked tuna appetizer after we drop off our catch of the day with
their smoke house (takes 24-48 hours). We love bringing home smoked tuna, marlin
or yellowtail.
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Best Pizza & Best Bar: El Vecino Bar
Located right around the corner from Las
Terrazas, El Vecino Bar is also a 10 minute
walk from Casa Rodriguez. Alfonso, our
friend and the owner of El Vecino, speaks
great English and is super friendly! We
love hanging out at the bar amongst locals
and playing pool, darts and foosball with
friends. The pizza is awesome! Pizza can
take up to 20 minutes per pie, so come
prepared to hang out! You can also order
pizzas in advance and come back later to
pick them up and bring them home.
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Activities
Bike Rental:
East Cape Bicicletas
Open 7am to 3pm, Monday - Saturday
Facebook @eastcapebicicletas

Horseback Riding:
Local friends in El Cardonal. Inquire with
Vicente upon arrival, horses come right to
our beach! We recommend a sunrise or
sunset ride along the beach. It’s a
beautiful time of day (and won’t be too
hot for you or the horses!)
Rate is approx USD 30-50 per hour for two
horses. **Cash only

En-Casa Massage:
Local friends in El Cardonal.
Inquire with Vicente upon arrival (advance
notice required).
Rate is approx USD 60-75 per hour
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Hiking:
Check out the google maps list for two of
our favorite points of interest for a hike.
Some hikes end in a natural spring, other
end with ancient cave paintings! More
information is available upon request.

Mariachis:
Available for hire. At least a few times a
year we hire local Mariachis to come play
for our family and friends just as the sun
sets over the mountains behind the casa.
It’s a magical way to kick-start an evening.
Rate is approximately USD 300 for 3
hours

ATV Tours and Rentals:
The number one recommended ATV
rental place in town is QuadGirl rentals.
Check her out online at
www.QuadGirl.com
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Kite/Wind Surf:
There are a number of Kite/Wind
boarding schools in Los Barriles. Many
of our renters have enjoyed some of
the best surf in North America just
minutes from Casa Rodriguez.
Popular choices are:
Exotikite: http://www.exotikite.com or
Vela Baja: http://velabaja.com

Scuba Diving:
Rental available through DiveinBaja:
http://www.diveinbaja.com/index.html

Snorkeling/Kayaking/Paddle
Boarding:
Equipment available at Casa Rodriguez
for your use! Free of charge! We also
have life jackets for adults and children.

Spearfishing:
Rumored to be available for rent
through Hotel Palmas de Cortez. Ask
Vicente for more information.
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Contact Us
Please feel free to contact us at any time before, during or after your stay! We love to
help our guests take full advantage of all that there is to do in our beautiful desert
town on the sea.

Todd & Madison
eastcapevilla@gmail.com
313.471.0743
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On The Web
www.eastcapevilla.com
We have a ton of information about El Cardonal and neighboring town Los Barriles,
plus more information about the casa!!

YouTube Channel
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCSDU5bUXRhw7ytZiUqlStbQ
We have several video compilations that were created to show guests all of the
exciting things there is to do in and around Casa Rodriguez!

Facebook
www.facebook.com/eastcapevilla
Like us on facebook and stay up to date with the latest Casa Rodriguez
announcements!
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